Rerouting!
GPS

I am headed in an unsafe direction.
Author Daniel W. Evans
Started Out Certain
How many are thinking now or can reflect back on thoughts of uncertainty? You started out certain of what you
are or were doing. Along the way doubt creeps in and causes you to question yourself. Let me assure you that
most inventors, entrepreneurs, writers and even daredevils that I know, at times face uncertainty. For whatever
reason, the question comes. Are you sure of what you are doing? Some things when started, even when the
question comes, allows no turning back. However, most can say that they were glad they went through with their
plans. Whether to do it again is totally different. I am also sure Thomas Edison and other inventors faced the
same. The point is that they did not yield to the doubt, but completed what they started. When I turn on the light
in a dark room, I thank Mr. Edison for his persistence. Uncertainty may come. However, always think back on
why you are doing or planning to do what you have set your mind to do. Greatness has always come from doing;
never from doing nothing. Go ahead and take that leap of faith. Just make sure you have your parachute on!

Headed in an Unsafe Direction
After you take a leap of faith, keep in mind the results you desire to see. Along the way you may doubt your
direction. Double check your plans to include the research, projections and value it will add to others and keep
moving ahead. Do not give up! In mid-air is not the place to throw up your hands. Who will open the chute for
you? An unsafe direction is the one where doubt is prevalent and not the determination to finish.

GPS
The best direction comes when you Get Past Self (GPS). Self is your worst enemy when facing uncertainty. Give
self a vaccination from wanting to quit. Giving up never gets you off the ground or safely ON THE GROUND!

